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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT AND CEO

M

any of
you have
heard
the news
about
Westjet’s return to
Gander with a long
daily seasonal service
to Toronto and, this summer, daily year-round service to Halifax aboard its Q400.
This is welcome news for residents of Central
Newfoundland, and well worth celebrating. Many
have told us they welcome the addition of a new
choice for their travel needs.
I want to talk about what more choices means for us.
Westjet’s new service is a great addition to the
existing travel options from Gander. Air Canada has
been committed to this market since its inception
as Trans Canada Airlines, through thick and thin.
In recent years, they have made major additions to their service at Gander with larger planes,
new routes, and greater frequency. Sunwing Airlines has been offering a great direct service to the
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Dominican
Republic
and Cuba for the better
part of a decade.
Their
twice-weekly
summer service to Toronto is well-received. In
2014, Sunwing inaugurated its newest destination from Gander – Orlando. While other charter
operators balked at the opportunity, Sunwing brought
the sunny south to our doorstep.
All three of these airlines create jobs, buy local
products, and offer an important service to travelers.
It is because of these airlines, and due to the great
patronage of local residents, that Gander’s passenger
numbers have doubled in just under a decade. We
posted a further 6% growth last year.
I was at conference in Albuquerque, New Mexico,
at which a senior network planning executive for an
American airline was speaking on a panel. Airline
planners make the all-important business decisions
on where they fly. He was talking about seats and air
service and how both are perishable.

He said: “Communities need to understand is that
it’s not the airline’s service. It’s their service. We aren’t
Walmart. We don’t build big buildings. If we aren’t
making money, we just leave. We have wings.”
That might sound cold or crass, but it’s entirely
true.
Airlines exist solely to make money for owners
or shareholders. Where they don’t, they adjust their
strategy. Which means, they leave.
I have seen that. It is a hard day at an airport
when the wind-down team is brought in, the staff is
in tears, and the community loses an essential link.
I’ve seen it at my airport and at others.
Many of you probably think that in airport
management, it’s all about more airplanes, more
airlines, more seats, more destinations, and more
passengers. You wouldn’t be far off the truth.
But to be honest, what airport managers want
more than anything is airlines operating profitably
at their airports. Because it they aren’t profitable,
they won’t be there.
You’re probably wondering what this has to do
you, especially if you don’t hold airline stock. The
answer is that it has everything to do with you.
Put another way: where you choose to fly from
has a very direct bearing on the future of air service at Gander Airport, the airport’s future, and the
health of Central Newfoundland.
It has long been a struggle that Central Newfoundlanders by the tens of thousands have gotten into their
cars and driven off to fly from other airports, largely a
function of ticket prices. Our own studies show that
at least one third of Central Newfoundland residents
fly from an airport other than Gander.

I won’t evangelize why you might choose Gander,
but let me leave you with three reasons:
If you are reading this, Gander Airport is likely
closer than any other airport, so there is a matter of
convenience.
Gander has cheaper long-term parking.
The airport is run by and for the region, and your
patronage by flying locally supports local jobs and
companies.
With new airlines and more choices, we are, as
a greater community, given an opportunity to reverse that trend. With that comes an opportunity
to grow the schedule at Gander and ensure people
have choices.
I’ve said it a thousand times before, but it bears
repeating: if a flight from Gander meets your travel
needs and budget, fly Gander.
If not, happy travels. But by all means, look before you book. Gander Airport should be your first
choice.
The airline service agents, the ramp attendants,
the pilots, the security personnel, the air traffic control team, the equipment operators all hope we’ll be
a part of your travel plans.
As an airport, we can only do our best to compel
airlines to serve a market by making a sound business case for adding our great region to their route
network.
As for your travel plans, the choice is yours.
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GANDER AIRPORT

In the beginning, there
was a just a wooded
plateau atop a lake
without bottom and the
faint whiff of opportunity
in the air.

T

he spot that would become Gander Airport stood on the sweet spot
between Europe and the Americas
and would be a virtual bridge across
continents. An airport here would be an
enabler, a catalyst; it would give wings to
transatlantic flight and bring a world divided by geography that much closer together.
The airlines would be the blood, the North
Atlantic the vein, and Gander the very heart
it would be pumped through.
But before all that, there was only a mist
of blackflies, languid moose chewing trees,
and a deeply ambitious dream spawned in
the minds of aviation pioneers.
It wasn’t an airport so much as a bridge
that would allow the military and, shortly thereafter, the commercial incursion
to Europe. Consider that Gander sprang
from something as facile as the need to establish air mail between Great Britain and
Canada.
Gander was a massive leap of faith in that
time – building a vast airport infrastructure for
a war yet to be fought and commercial routes
yet to be launched, all against the backdrop of
an economy sunk deep into the Depression.
But need, vision, and ambition congealed, and
the plans for Gander went forward.
The call went out for men who could
draw forth a functional airport from a long
sprawl of rock-strewn bog and pug and
boreal forest. In came the baymen to do
what baymen have always done since John

Cabot’s arrival – carve something from an
expanse of nothing and forge a means in
one of the world’s extreme outposts. People
of the sea were reborn as people of the sky.
With little more than a narrow gauge railroad, the fishermen and loggers poured in
from the outports. They became plumbers,
electricians, and equipment operators once
there was equipment to operate. Working
for a wage between 25 and 40 cents an hour,
they toiled in the mud to build an airport at
the zenith of aviation at the time.
The airport’s first role would be to help
the Allies destroy Hitler and everything
he stood for. A ceaseless swarm of bombers was flown to and through Gander. The
routing has always been to Gander and then
beyond, into the breach. This military importance has endured through every day of
Gander’s existence, for if it were not to the
European front, it was to Kosovo or Baghdad or Rwanda or Mogadishu or Kabul.
There was a base then and a base now. In
fact, Winston Churchill quipped that Gander was “the largest aircraft carrier in the
North Atlantic.”
Belying its pedigree as an important military staging point and communications
centre another order would take hold, and
that was the business of making money by
welding the old world and new through
air travel. Eventually wartime gave way to
peacetime, and the bombers were replaced
by Constellations and Skymasters.

›
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Business flourished in the decades to follow in a never-ending hubbub of activity.
The terminal walls were jaundiced yellow
with cigarette smoke, the runway’s end was
zebra-striped with rubber, and the sky was
thick with circling planes.
If you worked as a refueler, duty manager,
or ramp worker, your lunch could stale at
the desk because you couldn’t find a moment to eat. On one midnight shift in 1957,
Gander tower clocked 58 landings over an
eight-hour span. The fuel flowed in thick
torrents. Some of the into-plane agents will
tell you they’ve wasted more gas on their
coveralls than most people will put into
their automobile in a lifetime.
There was brisk business to be had in
moving Coca Cola to the Soviets and frantically replenishing the inventory of liquor
and cigarettes in the duty free shop. Commercial opportunity abounded and gave
rise to aviation leaders as colorful and savvy
as they were successful: Wes Simms, Jack
James, Ed Burry, Les Gettle, Harry Steele,
Jerry Pritchett, and so many more were
seamlessly woven into the Gander story as
chief protagonists.
For many locals, the airport and its patrons were part of their iconography. Those
who grew up near the airport remember
their knees bouncing in excitement in the
back seat of the car en route to the airport
on a Sunday afternoon, where ice cream was
the order of the day and you never knew
who might be swept in on the aerial riptide.
Perhaps a blue eyed crooner, his fedora
cocked at an angle, hell-bent on jumping

the queue at the bar. Maybe the gifted,
brash-mouthed pugilist, once Cassius and
now Muhammed, who might indulge a
smile and pantomime a scowl as he raised
his fists. Or even men who were envied by
all, arriving by opulent private plane and accompanied by women so beautiful that they
hastened the melting of the snow.
The rich, the famous, the revered, the reviled, the brilliant. Empresses and kings and
queens and princes and sheiks. Presidents
and prime ministers and dictators. Winners
of Grammys and Oscars and Pulitzers and
Olympic medals and Nobel Peace Prizes.
They all came through on one day or another, and if you lived in Gander, you were
the spectator at a glittering intercontinental
parade which routed through the airport.
Gander was the meeting place of a wellheeled world on the move; a sparkling constellation of stars.
The traffic spilled from the runway to
the town. In Gander, impossibly blonde
Swedish flight attendants and square-jawed
young airmen poured into the Flyers Club
with the locals. Together, they swirled in
a cosmopolitan cocktail of strangers and
friends under a cascade of wine and beer
and music and dance. Those wild late evenings that gave way to difficult mornings became part of Gander’s lore. If they were not
at the Flyers Club, they were saddled up at
the Big Dipper or enjoying the orchestral
brilliance of The Solidaires on a sultry Saturday night at the Airport Club.
Relationships were built in fleeting onehour blocks, although some people arrived

at Gander and never found it in themselves
to depart again, thereby contributing another little slice of cosmopolitan charm to
the town.
Gander’s fortune, far past the outstretched welcoming arms of its rolling
runways, past the Cyclops eye of the tower
standing sentinel, past the fluttering windsocks and the stoic fuel farms, was always
its people. You can ask an aviator, past or
present, the world over, and they will speak
to Gander’s opposing dichotomy: the cold
contrasting with warm. The cold being the
endless, seemingly immovable winter and
the warmth found burning in the hospitality of the people.
The easy joke and the ready smile and
the unpretentiousness of people who have
worked at this airport for the last three
quarters of a century are legendary. They
were people who came home with grease
in the lines of their knuckles. They toiled
over thousands of into-plane meals. They
undertook the decidedly unpleasant and
dangerous business of servicing the lavatory of an old Russian-built passenger aircraft. They mopped and buffed the terrazzo
floor of the lounge to a lustrous shine. They
steered traffic in and out, fueled and fixed
the planes, swirled the rum and cokes, and
stamped the passports.
Everything beautiful and bountiful risks
ruin by the wear of time, and Gander was
no different. No sooner had the airlines
launched transatlantic service than they
began planning ways to take a stop at Gander off the travel itinerary. The pull to visit
Gander and the push to leave it behind were
at the axis of the issue, and the two thoughts
were never in accord.
Gander airport maintained a perilous relationship with technology. From the very
day it opened, its customers imagined a day
they wouldn’t have to stop at Gander. Technology follows a familiar trajectory: longer,
further, better, faster. Change had to be confronted – one could not be willfully blind
to its reckoning and the reality that Gander
Airport might outlive its estate.
Gander could never afford to stand
on ceremony; its history is one of rowing
against the tide of technology. Gander was
not trap-doored; everyone with a stake in
the place knew the road ahead was perilous,

THE AIRLINES
WOULD BE
THE BLOOD,
THE NORTH
ATLANTIC THE
VEIN, AND
GANDER THE
VERY HEART
IT WOULD
BE PUMPED
THROUGH.

for progress, and its companion, technological innovation, were implacable.
There was a deepening recognition that
the aviation world was changing and that
Gander was a dimming star. Moreover, it
wouldn’t need to set a place at the table for
its most welcome guests anymore.
Gander was principally defined by what
transited its runways, the briefness of a
technical stop turna stolen kiss that was
spirited into the night.
The airlines needed Gander until they
didn’t need it, and then there was an unceremonious departure. These were not
affairs marked by long, lingering, reluctant
goodbyes. One day there was a customer on
the ramp and the next that customer was
overflying Gander at 35,000 feet. You can
look overhead on a clear day and see the sky
latticed with the vapor trails of airlines you
once saw on Pit 36.
In 1957, El Al Israel Airlines bought bold
ads throughout the continent under the tag
“No Goose, No Gander,” promising direct
service from New York to London or Paris
with its jet-prop Britannia, free from the
need to refuel at Gander or Goose Bay.
Braniff. Aeroflot. TWA. Florida West.
Transwede. ATA. Scanair. Emery Worldwide. Pan Am. Interflug. So many airlines,
now long departed. Once the backbone of
the fuel business at Gander, they outgrew
it, merged, changed their names, or went
bankrupt. No matter why, they are all just a
warm memory.
Even as Gander’s business was gushing
over, most everyone recognized that even
lava cools. Jet service was supposed to be

›
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SIGNINGS OF THE TIMES
HERE ARE SOME EXCERPTED
ENTRIES FROM THE GANDER
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
GUESTBOOK. CHUCK YEAGER,
QUEEN ELIZABETH, JIMMY
CARTER, SYLVESTER STALLONE, NELSON MANDELA,
HENRY KISSINGER AND
THE IRON LADY, MARGARET
THATCHER, (THE IRON
LADY’S PENMANSHIP IS
EXQUISITE.)
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the guillotine that killed Gander, but it was
blunt edged. Gander continued to welcome
the world and still does so today.
What many don’t know is that Gander’s
busiest time for international traffic was in
the build-up to The Gulf War of the early
1990s, nearly a half century after the airport welcomed its first commercial flight.
Throughout the jet age, Gander enjoyed
an impressive second act. The aircraft
have changed and the operating model has
changed, but the demand endures.
Change is a fixture at Gander as much
as the winds that sweep off the lake and
buffet the windsocks. The planes that once
swarmed to Gander, the L1011s and old
model 747s, and the Tube of Pain, as flyboys called it, are sitting in a museum or
in a desert with drifts of sand collecting in
the fuselage.
On one especially lovely and terrible fall
day in September, 2001, the world came
to town again, as the North Atlantic emptied its planes into the province’s lap. 9-11
should have felt redemptive and validating
in some way because Gander again rose to
prominence, if only for a week, the return
of a lover who once scorned you.
But it wasn’t about returning to prominence, nor would it ever be. For Gander,
9-11 was about Newfoundlanders doing
what they have done since there was a Newfoundland, and that is to provide help to
those in need of it.

hat’s past has passed. What endures are the memories. They
don’t require excavation, and they
weren’t all big, transformative moments. They were chance encounters, snippets,
vignettes, single frames of a long reel. There
was the time that a pillow and a bucket was
used in a bomb scare, and the time the flight
attendant fell chasing a fleeing defector and
splintered his leg in a sickly right angle, and
the time a duty manager used a salty word to
describe Newfoundlanders’ favorite pastime
to a famed evangelical television preacher, and
the time the U.S. president decided he wanted to go jogging on the active runway, and the
time a catering truck blocked an aircraft over
an unresolved bill, and the time Fidel went tobogganing, and the time they stole the train to
go to Bishop’s and get the girls for the dance.
There were friendships formed and memories
made to last an eternity and beyond.
There is a strain of nostalgia that says
nothing is as good as what has come before
it, which is a sallow refusal to recognize
change. It says the present never measures
the heights of the past for the simple reason
that they aren’t the same thing.
Nostalgia can be as deceptive as it is seductive. It shows our past, hewn of its rough
edges. The problem is that when you are anchored in yesteryear, you can’t move into
the future; you just tread in a deep pool of
melancholy until you drown in the past.
The most innocent mention of Gander
will cause a wellspring of nostalgia to spill
over in a veteran aviator. And they will undoubtedly dust off an old Gander story, and
that story will involve a night on the town,
or a mechanical breakdown, or shooting the
old backcourse localizer, or a winter storm
to end all winter storms. Old and venerable
airmen who have flown the world over still
manage a wry smile at Gander’s mention.
That’s the pull of history; of legacy.
Several times a year, a reporter will visit
Gander to retell, for the thousandth time,
the Gander Airport story. The story is always the same. The reporter will bend the
narrative to support the eulogy they’ve already etched on the tombstone bemoaning
Gander’s death, long before they arrived
with notepad, recorder and camera in tow.
The tombstone reads: Gander was great,
and now it’s gone. Many journalists will

demonstrate a level of annoyed astonishment when they learn that Gander has not
submitted to its inevitable and sullen death,
thereby depriving them of the ultimate tragic end.
Ultimately, some mourn the living. Gander has been celebrated as the ultimate
embodiment of innovation, but damned as
a classic case of overindulgence and built
excess.
Gander was founded on air, the son of
aviation. Were it not for the airport, there
is a good chance the place may have yielded
to the moose and rabbits, for the land was
pug and the lake without cod. The airport
was the rebar the town poured itself around.
And what is Gander? Is it a town? An airport? A lighthouse for sailors of the sky? An
air traffic control centre that expertly corrals a herd of 1,000 aircraft a day into a serpentine jetstream? It is all of them at once,
of course, but moreso an ideal – an enduring monument to what could be and mankind’s capacity to dream without constraint.
After flying the expansive sprawl of lights
of urban America, Gander, with its tight circle of homes, perched on a plateau a thousand miles past the edge of eternity, must
appear a solitary beacon, a marker. Gander
endures in the place it began: the last set of
lights before the infinite rolling black menace of the North Atlantic.
Gander’s history is storied. There was
darkness and light, tragedy and triumph,
firsts and lasts. It is not a story of industry, of technology, or aviation so much as
it is about the people who made it happen.
Gander, in its own small way, has rendered
a great service to industry, peace, and the
building of the global village.

There is heaviness in Gander’s history,
weighted by the scales of yesteryear.
In building Gander Airport, they built the
future. In outgrowing it, they condemned it
to the past. But despite the best efforts of
the cynics to consign the place to the dusty
vaults of time, Gander endures.
For Gander Airport and those who comprise it, a trip to the brink and back is a matter of course, little more than a daily stroll.
Gander has already survived a war, the sale
of a fantastic local airline, the loss of the
London flight, the countless collapses of
its best customers, the first truly global recession in a generation, and airlines pulling
seats.
Gander Airport has shown resolve like a
jaw carved from granite. It has often been
unloved, underutilized, taken for granted, abandoned, mocked, dismissed, and
marginalized. It matters not. Gander may
have gone to the mat, but it gets up and
squares up. Gander is beset with a stubborn
hardiness.
No doubt Gander today is different, but
in most ways it is still the same. In eulogizing the airport’s past rather than celebrating
it, we despair at the future. Gander will always be more than an ancient aviation avatar for those who bother to examine it today.
Gander’s story is unfinished. New chapters are yet to be penned, new authors and
characters yet to contribute to the narrative.
Every story needs an end, but Gander is
eternally full of new beginnings, for each
day rises anew and begs the question: who
might be coming today?
For the past is but history, and today swallows yesterday and births tomorrow; and it’s
the future that matters most of all.

GANDER WAS
THE MEETING PLACE
OF A WELLHEELED
WORLD ON
THE MOVE; A
SPARKLING
CONSTELLATION OF
STARS.
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Airport Authority cops
marketing awards
The Gander International Airport Authority (GIAA) was
recognized with three honors at the Airports Council
International-North America (ACI-NA) Marketing and
Communications Awards held in Edmonton, Alberta recently.
The GIAA won 1st Place in the categories of
Brochures and Radio Advertising.
The airport won 3rd place in the category for
Creative Innovation in Promotional Items.
Gander Airport’s two first place finishes
were the most of any Canadian airport and
three total awards was the second most of
any Canadian airport, behind host Edmonton International Airport. Gander International Airport was bestowed with three
awards in last year’s iteration of the awards.
San Francisco International Airport was

named the recipient of the contest’s top
honor, the Peggy G. Hereford Overall
Award for Excellence.
“The results of the 2014 ACI-NA Excellence in Marketing and Communications
Contest vividly illustrate the innovation and
creativity needed in telling the important
story of airports,” said ACI-NA President
and CEO Kevin M. Burke. “From our large
hubs to our small airports, the imagination
and skill on display throughout all the entries of this year’s contest are testament to
the commitment airports make to engaging
and connecting with the communities that
they connect to the rest of the world.”
This year, 56 airports and airport authorities submitted 287 entries in categories ranging from printed materials such as annual
reports and newsletters, to broadcast advertising and social media campaigns,
to public relations and community
outreach initiatives. Each of the 20
categories was judged by communications and marketing professionals
from the U.S. and Canada.
“It is nice to be recognized for
our marketing efforts,” said GIAA
President and CEO Reg Wright.
“Most all of our marketing and communication campaigns are designed
and produced in-house, so it is rewarding to see that our campaigns can stand
up against those produced by major hub
airports with substantial marketing budgets
and resources.”
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Is The
Loneliest
Number

We were reviewing year-end passenger performance and noticed only one person flew
from Gander to Dubrovnik, Croatia in 2014.
One. Solitary. Passenger. Actually, many of
you visited Dubrovnik, but only one actually flew into Dubrovnik’s airport. Dubrovnik
is a common port of call for cruise ships.
So we did some reading and, by
all accounts, Dubrovnik is sensational. It’s been a UNESCO World
Heritage Site since bellbottoms were
en vogue and it’s nicknamed the “Pearl of the
Adriatic”. Lousy places don’t get nicknamed
anything involving a pearl. The superlatives
continue, including “the proudest feather in
Croatia’s tourism cap” and “one of the most
beautiful places in the Mediterranean”.
Here are some other places only one person flew to in 2014 from Gander.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alesund, Norway
Dubuqe, Iowa
Colombo, Sri Lanka
Pond Inlet, Nunavut
Concepion, Chile
Entebbe, Uganda

Some of these destinations might make
for a great visit, as well. We’d imagine there’s
a fascinating story behind the only person
who traveled to these places from Gander
last year.
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Away

Home and

There is no exact figure, but there are probably hundreds of thousands of
Newfoundlanders born on The Rock who now live abroad. A Newfoundlander’s ties
to home are etched in granite; and the invisible umbilical cord fastened between an
expatriate and home is often iron wrought.

B

ut that’s not to say every Newfoundlander abroad is stricken with chronic homesickness.
Many warmly embrace their
new homes and everything a different landscape brings.
Gander native Mike Cooze exchanged
one Atlantic island for another when he and
wife Helen moved to Bermuda. They balance the demands of career and an outdoor
lifestyle while raising their own super cute
version of the Bermuda Triangle – three active children – all against a wonderful beach
backdrop. All things considered, the Cooze
family live rewarding lives in an idyllic place
which happens to be in the midst of nowhere.
Mike was kind enough to help show us
around the place.

So how did you get from St. Mary’s University to Bermuda?
After my wife and I completed our chartered accountancy studies, we wanted to
try something different. Bermuda is a large
international financial services center, so
it was a logical choice for young qualified
accountants.

MEET THE COOZE FAMILY,
FROM LEFT: ISLA, HELEN,
BETHANY, MIKE AND
BRAXTON.

Tell us a bit about Bermuda?
Bermuda is about 27 square miles, and no
wider than a mile at its widest point – think
Gander Lake. It sits in the Atlantic about
600 miles east of the Outer Banks of North
Carolina. The warm Gulf Stream provides Bermuda with its humid subtropical
climate, and supports the most northerly

coral reef system in the world. Its culture
is heavily influenced by its proximity to the
Caribbean and also it being a British overseas territory.

How many people live in Hamilton?
In all of Bermuda there are only about
60,000 residents.
What’s the best way to get there?
Fly or go on a cruise ship. All the major
British, Canadian, and U.S. airlines provide
daily flights to Bermuda. Several cruise
ships from the United States ports call on
Bermuda throughout the summer months.
You were a rangy power forward on Gander Collegiate’s 2A Provincial Champion
basketball team back in 1991. Have you tried
cricket?
Yes, in a corporate league. It’s a foreign sport
to many in North America, but is taken very
seriously here. There is even an annual twoday holiday at the end of July where the east
and west end cricket teams play each other
over two days in the annual Cricket Cup
Match Classic. Don’t knock the sport until
you have tried to barehand a cement-like ball
off of a long drive – it stings!
How do you spend your free time in Bermuda?
When I’m not working or carting three
young kids from one activity to another, we
like to boat, fish, lobster dive, hit the beach,
travel, and keep fit. I still manage to play
pick-up basketball every week.

›
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In all of Bermuda there are
only about 60,000 residents.
› What do you fish for?

The big pelagics mostly – Wahoo
and yellowfin tuna. I also do a lot of breath
hold diving for lobsters.

How is the lobster different in Bermuda than
in Newfoundland?
They have no claws, just two long spiny whips,
hence the name ‘spiny lobster’. The meat is
concentrated in the tail. They are a local treat,
but I still prefer the lobsters on The Rock.
Newfoundland must seem totally foreign
to your kids since they’ve grown up in
Bermuda.
If you are referring to Newfoundland accents, yes, it sounds foreign to them. Seriously though, they are really thrilled to
see and play in the snow and are amazed
by local wildlife like moose and squirrels.
They love berry picking and can’t wait to go
through the drive through for TimBits.
If I were to visit Bermuda for a holiday,
what should I see, do, and eat?
The beaches with their pinkish sand are a
must; they are some of the best in the world.
You have to visit the major attractions: Town
of St. George, City of Hamilton, dockyard,
Gibb’s Hill lighthouse, the aquarium and
zoo, and many of the historic forts that dot
the coastline. I highly recommend taking
a snorkel on a glass bottom boat. You can
also try many other water sports such as
diving, deep sea fishing, jet skiing, and kite
surfing to name a few. In season, you should
try the lobster, and you can never go wrong
with a fresh fish sandwich, all washed down
with a Dark-n-Stormy or a Rum Swizzle.
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Bermuda is smack dab in the hurricane belt.
Have you had any experience with that?
How do you prepare for it?
Yes, the worst was Hurricane Fabian in
2003, which was about as strong as they get.
Hurricane forecasting gives you plenty of
warning, so you make sure the emergency
kit is stocked, there is gas in the generator,
and that the boat and garden furniture
are secured. Then you put on Jimmy Buffet, pour a Rum Swizzle, and ride it out.

Bermuda has strict building codes and most water tanks below each house. Some houses will
houses are built from concrete brick with also have artesian wells that tap fresh water lensslate roofs, so we are well prepared.
es, but these can often be brackish. There are
also several desalination plants across the island
We understand that Bermuda doesn’t have from which water is ether trucked or piped.
any rivers or lakes for water supply. Where
does water come from?
Do you find a lot of old friends visiting more
That’s correct. The first thing that you will no- frequently because of where you live?
tice when you fly into Bermuda is that every Yes, back in the early days. It’s a bit hardroof is painted white, which serves the purpose er now with so many of our friends having
of collecting rainwater that is stored in large children.

DYNAMITE STALACTITE
ACTION IN BERMUDA’S
CRYSTAL CAVE
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of your greatest
travel tips

Over the years, we have heard some great travel tips
from our followers, friends, and peers. We’ve curated
the best of that advice to present here. Consider it a
Hints From Heloise, travel style:
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Please Be

Seated

You board your flight, settle in, and have to suppress a small thrill as
you notice the adjoining seat is unoccupied. You find yourself silent
willing people not to sit next to you as the last of the passengers trickle
aboard, especially not the spindly 6’9 guy who is employed as either a
professional basketball player or changer of lightbulbs.
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T

o many, an empty seat beside you on a flight
is one of life’s great little rewards, like finding a forgotten $20 bill in an old coat. “I had
a great flight,” a freshly disembarked passenger will often say, “the seat beside me was empty.”
In a survey of Gander Airport travelers, a full
92% of respondents expressed a secret desire that
the seat next to them on the plane would remain
unoccupied.
This need to have no one ride shotgun, though
not universally shared, is an indictment of either 1)
our sagging interpersonal skills as we burrow further into the digital hole that is modern communication, or 2) the discomfort involved in flying economy. And here’s the thing … aircraft are flying fuller,
much fuller.
In the modern era of air travel, cut-throat competition, high fuel prices and intense shareholder

An empty aircraft?
Dream on.
scrutiny mean most airlines are exercising seat capacity restraint. This means flying the right-sized aircraft between the right markets to maximize return.
Basically, most airlines are flying at around 80%
occupancy. It varies based on the city pairs you are
flying, airline, route and time of day/year but basically you have a pretty slim chance of getting an unoccupied seat beside you. This means, four out of five
times, for good or for bad, you will have a neighbor.
There are some things you can do to increase your
chances of scoring an empty seat beside you by selecting your seat online. Some 74% of air travel bookings are now done through airline websites directly.
Consumer studies show that people prefer window or aisle seats closer to the front of the aircraft.
The window seat has the advantage of being able
to see out of the aircraft and having a “pillow” on
which to lean your head to sleep, although it’s harder to clamber in and out of the seat. The curvature
on some planes also means you may have less room.
The aisle seat has the benefit of being able to get
in and out of the seat without interrupting those
next to you, although it can be harder to sleep with
traffic coming down the aisle. You might fall victim
to the dreaded “beverage cart kiss” in which your
elbow gets banged during the in-flight service. The
middle seat combines the disadvantages of both the
window and aisle without the advantages of either.

12 SEATMATES YOU WILL GET

›

The Haggled Parents. They’ll be boarding with small kids and
praying with hopeful hearts the kids will behave themselves. They’ll
be armed with a thousand distractions and snacks to stave off boredom, and carrying more supplies than a pack mule. They are needlessly apologetic about their children’s behavior.
Parents, we were all kids once. We understand that young children have the attention span of a fruitfly. We understand that they
will not have the rigid discipline of a Lieutenant Colonel. We see how
stressful this can be for you. You don’t need to be worried about the
rest of us. There are a lot of occasions in life that require us to sit
through uncomfortable noise, like a Miley Cyrus concert. Being on a
plane is one of them.
The Giant. These men or women of great stature are pitiably
forced to cram their large frames into an undersized seat and spend
the better part of the flight gnawing on their kneecaps. They are
uncomfortable and, by proximity, you are as well as they spill into
their seat. It’s not their fault – we are all made in different lengths
and sizes.
The Armrest Bandit. Let us clarify the rules for people who don’t
get it: the person in the middle seat gets both armrests. No question. No debate. The armrest thief spends the entire flight elbow
jousting for both armrests. Lean over for the inflight magazine and
they’ve claimed your spot. It’s ridiculously inconsiderate. These are
the same kind of people who park their vehicles diagonally across
two spots. A pox upon these thieves!

›
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› The Recliner. They’ll sit in front of you and recline the seat

back until you’re examining their dye job. Just because a
seat reclines does not mean you have to use it to the fullest
extent.
The Slumper. Failing to have brought a neck pillow,
they use your shoulder as a substitute. Shortly after takeoff they’ll slip into a third-phase coma and drool on your
shoulder.
The Snorer. This is a close cousin to the slumper. After falling asleep, the cacaphonic snoring starts. They’re entirely
hilarious. It will make a great story to share.
The Nervous Flyer. These poor souls will be aasily identified as they will be he gripping the arm rests or your hand
with white knuckles. The most common of sounds and occurrences aboard the aircraft, be it mild turbulence or a seatbelt
light dinging, are interpreted as a full-on crisis. They may pop
Ativan like Skittles. Be a good neighbor and ease their anxiety
by talking to them about things unrelated to safety.
The Incessant Chatterbug. Having a neighbor on a flight
can be a welcome opportunity to meet someone new and
have an engaging conversation. But then there are people
who, kindly put, talk too much. Generally, the world has
too many talkers and too few listeners. The fundamental
principle of conversation is that it involves two people. The
incessant chatterer does not get this and interprets an available set of ears as open invitation for them to talk endlessly about themselves. Most people afflicted with this aren’t
aware of its impacts on the listener. Shut them down by
feigning sleep, or, at last resort, death.
The Walking Sick. Maybe their ticket was non-refundable
or they just HAD to be on the flight, but they’ve got a nose
running like the Gander River in spring, terrible coughing,
and plenty of loaded sneezes. You’ll spend the entire flight
wishing you had a biohazard suit and six gallons of Purell
to stave off germs.
The Mad Bladder. They either have a bladder the size of a
corn kernel or they drank a swimming pool of water prior to
boarding. They need to go to the washroom multiple times in
a two hour flight. Many people have medical conditions that
demand frequent watering. Keep that in mind.
Rebel Without A Clue. This one’s a troublemaker. They
talk on their cellphones, and think seatbelts are for sissies.
They use every electronic device available during forbidden
times. They flaunt rules and test every last nerve of the flight
crew and, as a result, other passengers. Just to clarify: the
rules governing passenger behavior on aircraft are in place
because overseeing safety bodies have deemed them essential. End of story.
The Drunk. These are the worst. They smell like they were
doing laps in a vat of whisky. They usually become loud, belligerent, or cause an aircraft diversion. There is nothing wrong
with a passenger having a few drinks as they aren’t getting
behind the wheel upon arrival. Getting aboard an aircraft
stinking drunk and three sheets to the wind, not so much.
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›

So it’s no small surprise that middle seats, especially those near the rear of the aircraft, are the
last seats to sell. The trade-off with the last row
of seats is that they may be close to the galley or
washrooms. On some aircraft types, the last seats
don’t recline. There’s also generally more engine
noise (nervous flyers are best served sitting over
the wing) and a longer wait to disembark if you
have a tight connection.
The strategy? Rather than choosing a window or
aisle seat in an empty row, look for a row where the
window or aisle seat is already booked, choose the
adjacent spot with an empty seat between you. Again,
people will not choose the middle seat unless the
plane is near capacity. If two of you (let’s say you and
your husband) are flying together on an aircraft with
a three-abreast seat configuration, choose seats A and
C rather than A and B. If no one else sits in your row,
you have a spare seat between you. If someone does
show up, the person in B will likely gladly exchange
a window or aisle seat for middle purgatory and you
can sit together. This way, everyone wins.
Short of booking business class, where seats
are further apart, this is the only way of ensuring a
solitary seat experience we know of. There are certain regional aircraft which operate with a 2-1 or 1-1
seat configuration, so there is a guarantee of sitting
alone, not to mention giving you both the window
and aisle experience from the same vantage point.
Unless you are flying in a Learjet, flying is a
communal exercise. Now that we’ve conferred the
knowledge to acquire a solitary flight experience,
let’s consider what’s great about having a stranger
sitting next to you. Our interactions with people –
be it with friends or strangers – are what fundamentally defines the human experience.
Consider how many chance meetings by seatmates on a flight led to a marriage, a great story,
a business opportunity, or a lifelong friendship. If
you are sitting next to a local who is flying home
to a city that’s new to you, they can offer provide
invaluable tips on what to do and expect. There
is no substitute in travel planning for local knowledge, so they can give you the lay of the land, be
it which neighborhoods to avoid or a great place
to get breakfast. A good, engaging conversation on
the aircraft sure helps pass the time as well.
Many complain that the romance has been garroted from air travel. It depends on your view. We
are all strangers aloft on the jet stream, united beneath the overhead bin, but separated by the reasons for our journey. Surely there is some measure
of romance in the serendipity of the connections
we make, however fleeting, in transit.

Encore
Westjet returns, a decade on,
with a new look and outlook
Ten years after they left, Westjet returns to Gander with service
to Toronto and Halifax.

W

estjet Encore President Ferio
Pugliese made the announcement at a special launch of the
new service in Gander in January.
“We’re back in Gander, and it feels great,”
said Pugliese.
The new service will see two different
aircraft flying in and out of Gander, beginning with a daily direct flight to Toronto
onboard a 737 jet. This service will run
May 3 to Oct. 24.
For shorter haul, there will be a daily service to Halifax onboard the WestJet Encore
Bombardier Q400 NextGen turboprop.
This will start to operate July 15 and will be
a year-round service.
“It’s not the same Gander it was 10
years ago, and we’re a different airline,”
Mr. Pugliese told a group of a few hundred
gathered to celebrate the announcement.
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“We have more connections now, and
we also have a new aircraft type, the Q400,
which allows us to fly shorter hauls more
inexpensively.
The community and its catchment area
have grown, and we believe it is underserved, or at least lacks competition when it
comes to air travel.”
The real benefactor of the new service will be
travelers, noted Gander International Airport
Authority (GIAA) Chairperson Des Dillon.
“I know everyone in Central Newfoundland is very excited by this announcement
and we look forward to great things in the
years ahead. This new Westjet Encore service will complement the excellent services
offered at Gander by Air Canada and Sunwing Airlines,” Mr. Dillon said.
“It responds to our region’s desire for more
airline choices flying out of Gander. Westjet

WESTJET ENCORE PRESIDENT
FERIO PUGLIESE AND GANDER
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
AUTHORITY CHAIRPERSON DES
DILLON WATCH PROCEEDINGS
AT THE WESTJET LAUNCH.
GRAND FALLS-WINDSOR MAYOR
AL HAWKINS: NEW SERVICE
IS A WIN FOR THE REGIONAL
COMMUNITY.
GANDER MAYOR CLAUDE
ELLIOTT RECEIVES A Q400
REPLICA MODEL FROM MR.
PUGLIESE.

has earned a strong global reputation for its
brand of service, its people, and its culture. It
has a strong and growing route network and
we are delighted to join that family.”
Mr. Pugliese also touted the benefit
Westjet Encore brings to the marketplace.
“Our research shows that in the twelve
months after the launch of WestJet Encore
into new markets, traffic rose as high as 55
percent while fares decreased as much as 40
percent. We call it the WestJet Encore Effect, and it illustrates the value we are bringing to Canadians,” he said.
“Our current reach means we are bringing lower fares and more choices for air travel to more communities. As we continue to
foster a competitive market with high-value,
low-fare options and strong connectivity to
the wider WestJet network, Canadians can
expect great things in 2015 from Canada’s
fastest-growing airline.”
GIAA President and CEO Reg Wright
said he had long felt that Gander might
prove a natural fit for Westjet Encore’s expansion and was dismissive of comparisons
of Westjet’s last stint at Gander a decade ago.
“The market was so different back then,”
he said. “There was too much capacity in
the Newfoundland market and it was flooded by carriers like Canjet and Jetsgo.
Westjet was really a new commodity
in Atlantic Canada at the time, certainly a far cry from the Westjet people know
today. The travel marketplace in Central
Newfoundland has undergone a profound
change in the last decade.”
Central Newfoundland municipal leaders also weighed in on the news and its
benefits for the region.

“The people in central Newfoundland are
the people that support the airport, and this
is good for our airport,” Grand Falls Windsor Mayor Al Hawkins said.
“I say our airport because that’s precisely
what it is. The more options we have when
we travel, the better it is for the consumer as
well as the community.”
Gander Mayor Claude Elliott echoed
those sentiments.
“This is not just a Gander Airport
win. This is a situation where everyone
wins,” Mayor Elliott said. “Competition
is good. We’re looking forward to a long
relationship.”
Service to Gander from Toronto and
Halifax completes WestJet Encore’s progression across Canada. They now operate
coast-to-coast connections from British
Columbia to Newfoundland.
“What we look forward to doing is having these flights into Halifax and Toronto
giving you the opportunity to make connections to other locations,” said Pugliese, noting WestJet has increased its summer destinations to 94 and, with its 20 worldwide
airline partners, the number increases to 154
destinations.
“The aircraft is short haul, but we want to
be here for the long haul,” said Pugliese. “It
all comes down to the support we get from
the area to fill the aircraft, but with the right
aircraft and our connections, I believe we
can make this work for the long term.”
Travelers asked for more choice, and now
they have it, Mr. Wright said.
“At day’s end, we want carriers operating profitably and offering service to the
region.”
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Random Travel

Destinations

We found an old atlas and threw a dart at it. (Left-handed and
while facing backward). We correlated the dart to the closest
city. Then we did some online research on the randomly chosen
destination. We also enlisted LeGrow’s Travel Gander office
manager Judy Jenkins, a travel professional with almost 30 years
of experience, to help get the lay of the land. We hereby present the
second of our five randomly drawn cities.
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Helsinki, Finland
At a Glance: While the climate appears
shockingly similar to Newfoundland’s, Helsinki earns accolades for its seamless blend
of modern architecture and cutting-edge
style. It’s a city best walked, with plenty of
quirky charm.
Nickname: Daughter of the Baltic
Judy’s Scouting Report: Sitting on the edge
of the Baltic, the modern, cosmopolitan
city of Helsinki is the World Design Capital for 2012. Walking tours of the city centre show layers of history, while modern
architecture and cutting-edge style stake
the city’s claim to the future. Choose Helsinki during its endless summer days or get
adventurous on crisp, snowy winter nights.
Notable TripAdvisor Comment: For a Nordic
country with a reputation for clouds and
cold weather, Helsinki does a great job of
melting your heart with its friendly people,
awe-inspiring architecture, busy markets
(even in winter), and stately boulevards
lined with cafes and quaint shops.
Lonely Planet weighs in: Helsinki is a seatown par excellence and an exciting, dynamic place. Half the city seems to be water,
and the tortured geography of the coastline
includes any number of bays, inlets and a
speckling of islands. The harbour is the
heart of the city, and watching the giant
ferries glide into port is a defining memory
and essential Helsinki experience.
Helsinki is cool without – as yet – being
self-consciously so. Unlike other capitals, you
sense that people go to places because they
enjoy them, not to be seen. Much modern décor
is ironic and humorous, and achieves stylishness
by daring to differ rather than trying too hard.
Fun Fact: Smartphone game Angry Birds
was invented in Finland.
Famous Finn: The Finnish Flash, NHL star
Teemu Selanne, was born in Helsinki.
Some Like It Sweaty Hot: There are 5 million
people in Finland and 2 million saunas.
Key Employer: Multinational IT communications giant Nokia is headquartered in Espoo, just outside Helsinki.
Judy J Recommends Where To Stay: “If you want
to splurge on a hotel, I would recommend

Hotel Kamp. It’s well situated hotel in the
heart of the city with pricing at about $340 per
night. The Hotel Kamp is where royals and
heads of state stay and has a reputation for
luxury and timeless elegance.
For budget minded travelers, the Hotel
Seurahuone Helsinki is still rated a 4 star
but costs only about $150 per night. The
Seurahuone is over 170 years old. It’s one of
the most traditional hotels in Finland and a
nice combination of old-time sophisticated
spirit and modern, high-standard service.
Getting There: According to Judy, the most
direct and economical airfare from Gander
runs about $1,400 return, taxes included.
The itinerary uses a combination of Air
Canada and Lufthansa on arrival and SAS/
Air Canada on the return.
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Madison, Wisconsin
At A Glance: Madison is known as one of
America’s happiest cities and seems like the
perfect mid-size destination for those who
love food, the outdoors and a bit of culture.
And who doesn’t?
Nickname: City of Four Lakes. Apparently,
there’s only two lakes, which leaves us confused. Also called “Mad City” by the cool
kids.
Judy’s Scouting Report: The University of
Wisconsin sets the tone for this college
town of cafes, bookstores, pubs, restaurants
(more per capita than anywhere else in the
USA) and a good share of cultural and historical attractions. Stunning glacial waterways make Madison one of the country’s
more picturesque state capitals. More than
250 parks offer residents and tourists plenty
of recreational areas to choose from. If you
visit the campus, try the famous Babcock
Ice Cream at Memorial Union or Babcock
Hall. To really get into the college spirit,
head over to State Street’s eclectic range of
ethnic restaurants. Make sure and try the
mouth-watering bratwurst sandwich on a
homemade bun at State Street Brats, a student favourite. At the end of State Street,
the white granite, Roman Renaissance-style
Capital dominates the skyline and offers an
observation platform for views of the city
and lakes.
Little Known Fact: Madison has the highest
percentage of people holding Doctorate
degrees in America. We bet there’s a brisk
business in Birkenstock sandals.
Famous Residents: Alternative rock band
Garbage (remember them?), architect
Frank Lloyd Wright, Toronto Maple Leafs
sniper Phil Kessel.
Key Enterprise: Oscar Meyer is headquartered in Madison for all your processed
meat needs.
Frommers says: “For a small city, Madison has a lot of flair. Credit the presence
of 41,000 university students, or perhaps
the city’s designation as Wisconsin’s state
capitol, or maybe its location between two
scenic lakes. Whatever the reason, Madison boasts inexpensive entertainment, city
parks, and streets enlivened by bookstores,
cafes, and funky boutiques.”
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Random Trip Advisor comment from a local:
“You will learn to love our slow pace of life
and our culture. Just don’t plan to find New
York when you get off the plane, and embrace your new world!”
Local delicacy: Cheese curds - breaded,
battered, deep fried cheese Also known as
squeaky cheese as it squeaks when you bite
into it. The other sound you hear biting into
a cheese curd is actually thickening in your
arteries.
Getting there From Gander: You can get there
for $914 round trip, all taxes and fees included, with a codeshare flight Air Canada/
United.
Judy J Suggest Where To Stay: “For the budget
minded traveler, try GrandStay Residential
Suites Hotel Madison. It runs approximately $100 per night, which is perfect for a suite
hotel in a great location that offers a good
continental breakfast. There are very few
four and five star hotels in Madison, but the
3.5 star Madison Concourse Hotel has rave
reviews. It’s located right in the city center
and runs around $190 a night.”
Feedback from FlyGander Readers: “Madison
is a great town! Check out the city in the fall
when the (University of Wisconsin) Badgers have a football game and the city turns
into a huge party. There are lots of walking
and biking trails near the lakes. Be sure and
people watch down at the Student Union
as there are some real characters there. It’s a
city you can write about, but you really need
to see in person to fully experience it.”

My Tho, Vietnam
At A Glance: My Tho (pronounced MEYTAW) is the capital of Tien Giang province
and a strategic market town. It’s proximity
to Ho Chi Minh City makes it a popular
day trip destination. Vietnam is a traveler’s
treasure, though the information we could
gather doesn’t paint My Tho in, shall we say,
quite in the same light. As one unimpressed
online commentator snarked, “when one
comes to this part of the boondocks of the
Mekung Delta, one has to dumb down expectations.” Harsh.
Nickname: ‘The Rice Basket of Vietnam’; the
Mekong Delta contributes more than half
the nation’s rice production.
Shopping: My Tho is known for its floating
markets, where vendors sell things on the river.
Chief employer: There are 18 million people
in the area and most of them are engaged in
fishing and farming.
Fun Fact: My Tho was the first town in
southern Vietnam to have a high school. Go
Water Buffalos!
Work It Out: Rice production still involves
buffaloes instead of tractors.
Historical Note: The delta was a bit of a hotbed for Viet Cong guerillas during the war

with the U.S. Tours will show you old Viet
Cong hide-outs and ambush holes and take
you into the mangrove swamps.
Go see: Dong Tam Snake Farm sounds
simultaneously fascinating and ominous.
Random Trip Advisor Remark: “The two lakes
in My Tho city are nice to see, especially
at night. But other than the harbour where
tourists are loaded onto ships, there aren’t
many spots of particular interest. Making a
longer stopover in My Tho probably won’t
satisfy all travelers.”
Getting There: The most direct route from
Gander takes 18-19 hours and costs approximately $1,900. Flight routes via Toronto-Tokyo-Ho Chi Minh City with an Air
Canada/ANA Air Japan codeshare. To get
from Ho Chi Minh to My Tho, Judy recommends a private car which costs $80 in
each direction. “There is a local bus for the
more adventurous,” she notes.
Judy J Recommends Where to Stay: “There are
only a few options, ranging in price from $1030 per night, but two stars at best. My suggestion, even for the budget-minded traveler,
would be to splurge a little and stay at the
Minh Quan Hotel for $28 a night.”

Male
Enhancement
ESSENTIAL ITEMS FOR TODAY’S RAMBLING MAN

What does a man need before boarding flight? The right attitude and
spirit of adventure will go far, but a few useful items in your suitcase
will keep you organized and looking the part of the confident traveler.
An unstructured blazer
There are times on the road where you’ll –
gasp – need to dress up. An evening dinner
with your sweetheart, a night on the town,
or maybe drinks with colleagues or clients.
What you need is an unstructured navy
blazer. It’s a wardrobe workhorse, so you
can wear it with a decent pair of dark denim
jeans, or khakis, or whatever you want.
Unstructured means it’s less formal and
doesn’t have the shoulder padding associated with 1980s powersuits and NFL linebackers. The bonus, beyond looking your
best, is that it comes with ample pockets to
store your stuff in, so it provides the same
functionality as a coat.
The right shades
Form follows function with shades. If you
work outside in an industrial setting or are going to the beach to do something active, you’ll
need sports sunglasses. Oakley is really the
standard bearer here. Alternately, wire framed
Aviators have been iconic for generations.
Ray-ban, Persol, and Randolph Engineering all produce classic aviators which are
best used for social outings. The different
shades aren’t interchangeable – your Oakleys won’t do at all if you are a groomsman
in a suit at an outdoor wedding, nor will
your aviators be functional playing beach
volleyball unless you’re trying to recreate
the Top Gun volleyball scene.
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The happy compromise for both is the
timeless Wayfarer, made by Ray-ban (again)
and popularized by Tom Cruise in Risky
Business.
A great polo shirt
The polo shirt strikes the perfect middle ground. It has a collar, implying you’ve
dressed up, yet short sleeves, so you are
comfortable. You can wear it with most anything, even under the unstructured blazer we
mentioned.
While the LaCoste polo shirt remains a
status symbol, its ludicrous price tag keeps
it out of reach for most. The very best polo
shirt for the money is the Luxe-Touch polo
shirt from Banana Republic. It runs $55, but
frequently on sale. The shirt is cut for men
in decent shape but it’s pretty forgiving for
those carrying a few pounds.
Some good swill
Every travelling man who enjoys the occasional libation would be wise to pack a few Mickey-sized (and security compliant) wallops in
your carryon. A sympathetic flight attendant
will generally conspire to provide the mix so
you can avoid breaking open the hotel room
mini bar – and the bank – in the process.
Everything is available in travel-sized
bottles now, whether you want a belt of
Screech, a dram of Scotch, or a premium
sipping tequila.

The ultimate briefcase
It’s made in Mexico/Texas by a company called Saddleback Leather. It
comes with a 100-year warranty and
Saddleback has a slew of YouTube
videos showing its products under
duress, including being frozen in
nitrogen and thrown from a building rooftop
and being gnawed by an alligator.
It’s not cheap – with taxes and shipping
it approaches $600, but it’s the only one
you’ll need in this lifetime and we bet you’ll
be bestowing it on someone in your will.
The company’s slogan is “They’ll fight over
it when you’re dead.”
Yep, you’ll be putting it in your will.
Some models actually come with a slot for
your cigar.
A Netflix subscription
You don’t realize how little is on television
until you are in Portugal or at a work camp
with a communal television. Netflix provides decades of entertainment for less than
$10 a month, all streamed to your laptop,
including plenty of binge-worthy serialized
shows like Breaking Bad.
Underwear
Saxx underwear. Yeah, we are uncomfortable with this topic, too.
If you are the kind of guy who’s happy with
a three-pack of Fruit of The Looms, stop here.
If you want your, er, companions to travel in
style and comfort, get a pair of Saxx boxer briefs.
The Canadian company has used NASA-grade
technology and innovation to produce, and we
summarize, a superlative pair of drawers.
Try them and you won’t buy anything else.
Available at Sportchek, runs around $30 a pair.
Worth. Every. Penny. (If the penny weren’t
discontinued.)
A bi-fold wallet
Or money clip. Or both. Have you seen the
Seinfeld episode about George Costanza’s
overstuffed wallet?
Let us ask more pertinent questions: when
was the last time you traveled abroad and

rued not having your Subway card? How did
you make out trying to use your card for the
Lumsden Public Library at the Smithsonian?
Was your university ID card from 1994 of any
practical use during last year’s trip to Reno?
You need precisely four cards traveling
abroad: your debit card, credit card, a government issued photo ID and proof of medical
coverage. Everything else – including your
hotel loyalty or frequent flyer cards – can be
tucked into your carryon.
Those four key cards can be stowed into a
slim bi-fold or card case. Money can be folded into a clip. Sure beats a giant wallet bulging out of your back pocket like a medical
aberration.
Skin saver for the guy who works outdoors
For those guys who earn a living in Canada’s
most exposed and northern environments.
Guys don’t think much about skin care, but
dry, cracked skin is murder.
The best solution is actually made and
produced right here in Central Newfoundland by the award-winning company Beautiful Rock.
Their All Natural Seaberry Sooth sounds
like an offering at a swank spa which plays Enya
on an endless loop, but the results speak for
themselves. Visit beautifulrock.ca
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The $20

Vegas Sandwich Trick

Las Vegas is a little divisive for travelers. Some
people love the unyielding neon throb of Vegas, and
some find it tacky and unbearable.

E

ither way, be it for work, pleasure,
a shotgun wedding, or an Elvis
impersonators conference, you’ll
eventually find yourself in Las
Vegas, and you’ll want to try the $20 Vegas
Sandwich Trick.
It’s simple. When you check in, put a
$20 bill (American currency, mind you)
between your credit card and photo ID.
Cooly inquire as to whether any complimentary upgrades are available.
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At this time of writing, almost 85% of
guests who asked received some kind of
room upgrade, waiver of resort fees, or
other gratis gesture. There’s a whole website dedicated to it which you can see at
www.thetwentydollartrick.com
Even as you burn along the blackjack
table on a brakeless train toward personal
bankruptcy, you can soften pending financial insolvency with a stellar view of the
Bellagio fountain.

Ask
a Manager
Brian Hicks, Manager of Safety and Security
Q: Does Gander still get a lot of
diversions?
Brian Hicks is a seasoned airport professional with nearly 30 years of aviation
experience under his belt, and he has seen
an awful lot over that time.
“Gander does have a unique role as
the Lifeboat of the North Atlantic,” he
said. “Almost a quarter million transatlantic flights will flight plan Gander as their
emergency alternate annually. If issues arise
in flight, Gander is often the safe harbor
they choose.”
The reasons for such diversions range
from something as benign as the need to
stop for fuel during strong headwinds to
mechanical emergencies, medical crisis, or
unruly passengers.
The majority of diversions at Gander are
split pretty evenly between medical issues
and mechanical diversions, though few mechanical diversions approach anything resembling a crisis. Less than 10% are due to unruly
passenger behavior. If you asses frequency of
diversions versus the volume of flights, less
than one in 5,000 transatlantic operations
need an ‘unplanned’ stop at Gander.
Medical diversions are overwhelmingly due to heart attacks, Hicks noted.
One medical journal reported that, on average, there is one in-flight medical incident
for every 33,600 passengers flown.
Over the last 20 years, the biggest change
has been the decline in diversions due to
mechanical and medical reasons.
“With regard to mechanical diversion,
it comes down to the reliability and operation of modern aircraft,” he said. “These
aircraft simply aren’t as prone to developing mechanical issues.”
Unruly passenger behavior largely came
into check in the wake of 9-11, Hicks added.
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DIRECTOR OF SAFETY AND SECURITY
BRIAN HICKS SAYS THAT, WHILE DIVERSIONS HAVE LESSENED THROUGH
THE YEARS, GANDER STILL PLAYS AN
IMPORTANT ROLE AS THE LIFEBOAT
OF THE NORTH ATLANTIC.
“Even today, alcohol and drugs are the
most significant contributing factor to unruly passenger behavior. In the 70s and
80s, aircraft were like flying nightclubs. It’s
not like that today. There are severe consequences for disorderly passengers. Consider
landing on the No Fly list – it’s a very serious
and crippling penalty.
“Gander does still serve an emergency
alternate role, and it is one we take very seriously. We do accommodate diversions, but
by no means is it a daily occurrence.”

SINGLE LARGEST DIVERSION TO GANDER

Airport Output
A recent economic impact study demonstrated
that the benefits of Gander International Airport
blow far past its windsocks.

T
GANDER INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT IS MUCH MORE
THAN A PLACE FROM WHICH
PEOPLE AND GOODS FLY – IT
IS AN IMPORTANT ECONOMIC
ENABLER IN AND OF ITSELF
DIRECTLY SUPPORTING ALMOST
1,300 JOBS.
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he study, undertaken by InterVISTAS Consulting Inc., measured
employment and spending related
to the airport as it pertains to jobs,
wages, and economic output.
“We often think of an airport as simply a
place to move people and goods across vast
distances. It is easy to overlook the benefit
the airport creates in the form of jobs and
spending,” said airport President and CEO
Reg Wright. “The study validated the substantial contribution Gander International
Airport makes as an economic hub for Central Newfoundland. Not only is our airport
a connector of people, it’s an important instrument of commerce in and of itself.”
The airport is a source of stable, yearround employment for the region, a major
tax contributor, and a catalyst that creates
great benefit in the economy, the study noted.
The study found that the airport’s direct

impacts included 1,260 full-time jobs, $90
million in wages, $140 million in gross domestic product (GDP) and $240 million in
economic impact.
The study also considers indirect and induced impacts, which include downstream
industries such as suppliers and contractors, as well as employment generated by employee spending. Total economic impacts
were 1,940 full-time jobs, $210 million in
GDP, and $360 million in economic output.
Employment related to airport activity
has grown 10% over the last eight years, with
most gains in the airport support and airline services sectors. Average earnings per
person year of employment have increased
from $61,000 to $70,000 over that time, almost 35% higher than the median income
for all employment in Gander.
A full 20% of the total labour force in the
Town of Gander can be attributed to direct

airport activity. 95% of jobs directly related
to airport activity are full-time positions.
YQX is also an important generator of
taxation revenues to all levels of government.
Total taxes paid on an annual basis by passengers, employers, and employees at YQX,
are estimated at $46 million per year, including $27 million to the federal government and
$19 million to the provincial government.
“It’s my belief that our primary runway is
the most important 10,000 feet of asphalt
in Central Newfoundland,” says airport authority chairperson Des Dillon. “Those two
miles give our region the world. They give
us economic reach.”
Mr. Wright said that economic concepts
like GDP and economic output don’t often
resonate with the average citizen, but there
are easier ways to weigh the airport’s benefit.
“There are people who confuse GDP
with the French Canadian mixed martial
artist,” he laughed. “Economic indicators
often don’t mean much to people, and no
fault to them for that. If you want to see
really see what the airport means to the
local economy, watch the cars headed up
James Boulevard in the morning to work.
Ask the cab driver or hotelier or courier
what kind of business aviation generates in
the community.
“Consider what the community might look
like were there not people plying their trade
in aviation. Gander International Airport is
more than a valued part of the transportation
network - it is a formidable economic engine
and an intrinsic part of our community’s
DNA. It’s hard to capture that in a study.”
It’s also a regional employer. Of the airport authority’s own employees, 40% commute to work from outlying communities.
Gander Mayor Claude Elliott said the
airport is pivotal to the regional economy.
“The Town of Gander came into being
to support airport operations, and for many
years the airport and related activities were
our main economic engine, in much the same
way fishing communities or so-called factory
towns relied on a single industry,” the Mayor
pointed out.
“Our economy has expanded and diversified over the years, but the airport continues
to serve as a cornerstone of our greater economy, and its success is felt in very real terms
throughout our community and region.”

Terminal

Condition

Steeped in history but plagued by challenge, Gander’s air
terminal building is at the end of its line. Airport officials have
hopes for new beginnings.

I

f you want to get an economic opinion
on Gander Airport’s genesis as either a
vanity project run amok or an essential
piece of transportation infrastructure,
you might ask an opinion of Kaushik Basu,
Senior Vice President and Chief Economist
of the World Bank. The Indian economist
and academic actually coined a term – “the
risk of Gander” –with regard to infrastructure
investment.
The risk of Gander referred to the government’s decision to build what was then a pinnacle airport facility, engineered to accommodate what was correctly viewed as a fledgling
air travel market with unfathomable promise
for growth.
Mr. Basu addressed the matter in his book
The Retreat of Democracy and Other Itinerant
Essays on Globalization.
“In 1938 the world’s largest airport was Gander International. It was an essential refueling
stop for planes crossing the Atlantic. Rightfully anticipating a growth in transatlantic flights,
Gander invested heavily in the airport,” Basu
writes. “But planes became fuel efficient in
ways that could not have been anticipated, and
Gander is today one of the most underutilized
airports.”
While Mr. Basu’s point on “underutilized”
might be contested, there is no doubt that,
a half century on, the airport’s air terminal
building isn’t working anymore.
While today it is different than the terminal
building constructed in 1957 and opened with
the blessing of the Queen in 1959, Gander
International Airport, more or less, occupies
that same footprint, although it has seen modifications over that time. It currently stands at
225,000 square feet.
To summarize, it’s too old, too big, and too
expensive to operate, according to Gander
International Airport Authority President and
CEO Reg Wright.
“The terminal is simply overbuilt for our
needs, current and projected,” he said. “The
expenses associated with a vast, antiquated facility, along with the risks it carries, are a serious concern we have to address.“

AIRPORT CEO REG
WRIGHT IS HOPEFUL
THE AIRPORT’S FAMED
INTERNATIONAL LOUNGE
CAN FIND A NEW LIFE
THROUGH AN ADAPTIVE
USE THAT HONORS THE
SPIRIT OF THE DESIGN.

WHAT OF THE OLD?
AIRPORT CEO REG WRIGHT IN A Q&A
There appears to be some concern about the future of
the airport’s more historic places, specifically the international transit lounge.
That’s fully expected given Gander’s storied past, unique design,
and the deep attachment many people feel to this place. We are
hopeful the relevant parts of the old terminal can be given new life
in another form, hopefully in a way that’s complementary to airport
purposes and benefiting the community.
What is the airport authority’s stance on this?
The authority supports any effort to preserve, protect, or repurpose
the old terminal building so long as that endeavor is sustainable
and cost-neutral to the airport authority.
If we are moving to a new building for cost reasons, we won’t subsidize the old one in any way, shape, or form. However, we welcome a
broader community discussion and sound ideas on how to approach
this. There are still some questions that need to be answered.

›

Like what?
The two most common questions are already answered.
Does the airport need a new terminal building? Yes.
Is the historic section of the current building worth saving? Yes.
The real question is a practical one. Can the international lounge
be reconfigured for a new, adaptive use? That question has to be
answered.
The host of studies the airport undertook only proved it could
not be renovated as a functional airport. Any new application of
that lounge has to take into account structural assessment, changes
in building code, and operating cost, and none of that is presently
known. So let’s get that figured out and deal with the facts as they
are known.

›
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› How do you make and defend a decision where hist-

ory and future planning are at odds?
There’s nothing in my job description about being a museum
curator. Don’t get me wrong, I am a big fan of our heritage and
history, and have gone to some lengths personally to promote
that, but we run under business principles and make business
decisions in the interest of the region we serve.
It’s up to someone else to champion lounge preservation;
the airport will entertain any viable proposal, but it’s not my job
to do it. Again, I do believe we have an opportunity to achieve
both: a new terminal and maintaining the best of the old terminal in a new way.
Is this just a symptom of the attachment of those who
grew up in Gander and spent Sundays here watching
the world fly by?
It’s not just locals who love the lounge. We have hosted fashion shoots, documentaries, countless tours, design students,
professorial types, artists, and journalists from the world
over, all drawn to that lounge.
We are delighted that some of the guests of the spectacular Fogo Island Inn, many of them design aficionados; make
a pilgrimage to the lounge a part of their Newfoundland
experience.
Mid-century modernist design is extremely hot right now,
and it’s also timeless. Our lounge is one of the few remaining
examples of this architecture in Canada. Even though we see
it every day, the beauty or significance of the place is never
lost on us.
Is it nostalgia or the design?
Everyone has a different reason for preserving the lounge, but
locally it’s really about the airport’s history and the potency of
nostalgia. Nostalgia is like a time machine: it transports us to
happier, simpler times where we long to be again.
How would you characterize what people are saying
about it?
I think most people who understand what is at stake do support our endeavor to build a new terminal building. I also believe most people feel something would be lost in removing
the old building. Ideally, we’d get the best of both – the benefit
of a new building and the historic portion of the old creatively
used in a new way.
Was there a temptation to take the best of the old
airport and incorporate it into the new design?
This was something that did come up. At day’s end, it was a
deliberate choice to ensure the artifacts and key features of
the international lounge stay where they are. We did not mind
that some of the features in the new design paid homage to the
old terminal, but we didn’t want the design to be too iterative,
either. This is about writing Gander Airport’s next chapter.
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› Size Matters

As it stands, Gander International Airport is
actually larger than St. John’s International
Airport’s terminal building. The difference
between them is that Gander accommodated
1/10th the passenger traffic that St. John’s did
in 2014.
In fact, you could fit three Atlantic Canadian airports – Deer Lake, Saint John’s, and
Fredericton–Russian Doll style—inside Gander’s current space.
It’s not just the surplus space, but the
amount of that space that cannot be made productive due to security or its configuration.
“There are rooms across the airport that
can’t be occupied by anything but dust bunnies.
Those facilities that are in use, like the flight
kitchen and the international lounge, are so vastly overbuilt for today’s level of demand,” Wright
said. “It’s like selling hot dogs out of the back of a
transport truck instead of a simple vending cart.”
Perhaps most telling was that the airport
had to undertake a significant renovation to
its domestic space in 2015 to accommodate an
anticipated swell in passengers.
“We have ample space in the footprint,” admits the airport’s Manager of Infrastructure
Steve Burbridge. “Unfortunately, that space is
in all the wrong places and it is badly configured for present-day and future needs.”
The airport authority has long recognized
that its terminal building was a trouble point.
First, it had to tackle the resurfacing of its
primary runway – “not much point in a terminal building without functional airside
infrastructure to land planes on,” Wright
points out.
But, with that project completed three years
ago, the authority decided in 2013 to begin addressing the terminal challenge.
Its first order was to determine if the current building might be rationalized, rightsized, and renovated.
“The further we delved, the more clear it
became that this was a risky and expensive
undertaking,” Mr. Burbridge said.
“Risk of cost overrun, misconfiguration of the
space, changes in building code, costs associated
with managing an intrusive and significant renovation in a live airport, the fear that something
unexpected might arise, difficulty in achieving
energy efficiency. All of those have to be taken
into account. We haven’t even been able to locate
the as-built drawings for the building.”

Operating costs also remain of paramount concern for the authority, explains
Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
Darren Dalton.
“If you look solely at the heating bill for
the terminal building, our annual expenses are in some cases much as as five times
greater than comparable airports in Atlantic
Canada,” he said.
“Right now, heating and light account
for over 10% of our operating expenses and
have approached a $900,000 annually. It’s
an untenable and unacceptable situation
and one that threatens our viability.
“Although we are expected to catch a
break in the short term with suppressed
fuel prices, we all know where the rate for a
kilowatt of electricity is headed. If we don’t
address the escalation of energy expenses,
we’ll be swamped.”
Mr. Dalton pointed out that a host of
studies and initiatives were undertaken in
the last decade to try and improve efficiency
from both a cost and environmental impact
perspective, including new policies on reduced lighting, upgrades to systems, and
segregating unused areas.
“I could go on at length about what has
been done and tried over the last couple
of decades to recognize some gains in this
building’s performance. Some of it was
modestly beneficial, but at the end of the
day, it’s a tourniquet on a life-threatening
wound,” he said.
“Our staff likened investing in the modernization of our current building systems
like putting in a stent when a triple bypass
is required.”
Mr. Burbridge noted that, from an engineering and capital management perspective,
a new ATB delivers great benefit.
“The main issue is the capital liabilities
contained in a building already past its useful lifespan. A new building is half the size
but has three times the functional passenger capacity. It allows us an opportunity to
make major gains in energy, and we can also
expect a maintenance-free grace period with
a new build, not unlike a warranty on a new
vehicle,” he said.

new building. After a competitive tendering
building process, Stantec Consulting was
chosen to select a site and provide a conceptual design and Class C cost estimate.
Stantec has a pedigree in airport design,
having completed projects at almost 200
airports the world over. In the fall of last
year, it brought its report to the board and
management.
Rev. Arthur Elliott chairs the airport authority’s Terminal Committee, which was
mandated to review the options and bring
recommendations to the board.
Essentially, there were two options:
undertake a risky and intrusive renovation
of the current footprint, or start anew.
“We gathered and assessed as much expert opinion as we could in undertaking a
cost benefit analysis of those two options,”
he said. “We all agreed that the option of
renovation carried an intolerable amount of
risk and limited benefit, especially considering a new building carried a $40 million
price tag and a renovation would be just
over $30 million.”
While both scenarios were given careful
consideration, the board agreed that a new
air terminal building would provide the
best foundation for the airport’s future.
“Decisions become much easier when
one option is so much clearly better than
the other,” Mr. Elliott noted. “Our board
had to choose between renovating a 60-year
old, oversized, badly misconfigured facility,
or building a new facility. Anyone who has

›

“THE FINGER” IS SYMBOLIC
OF LARGELY OVERBUILT AND
UNDERUSED PORTIONS OF THE
AIR TERMINAL BUILDING.

A foundation for the future
With that prognosis on the old terminal,
the airport began assessing options for a
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› entertained renovating an old home or prop-

erty will understand that the cost benefit and
risk analysis often lends itself to a fresh start.”
In mid-January, hundreds of residents gathered in the airport’s famed international lounge
to see the new terminal concept presented.
Wright explained the rationale and the
benefits of the proposed project to those
assembled while Noel Best, Stantec’s chief
architect, provided a “tour of the new benefit”
and how it might create a new sense of place.
“This has been a highly scrutinized process,” Wright admitted after the meeting. “It’s
important that we be as transparent as we can
with people on the why of our decision. After
that, people can draw their own conclusions.”
Wright conceded that part of the challenge
in presenting the choice publicly is that the
new terminal building is tangled up with concerns about the fate of the old historic airport.
“Some people have a deeply emotional
connection to this place. I’m one of them.
But the issues are really separate.
“Saving the airport as a functioning economic engine supporting 1,200 jobs and saving
its history really aren’t part of the same discussion. However, they have been welded together.
“What I didn’t say up there tonight is that
airports don’t relish undertaking big capital
projects of any scope. In a perfect world, we’d
come to work and operate out of a facility
that is affordable and efficient into perpetuity.
“Sadly, that’s not the reality. Buildings
age, technology fades, systems fail. It would
be more negligent that the airport charge on
without trying to address this.”
The new air terminal is just a little more
than half the current ATB, but has three
times the critical passenger processing space.
The airport does retain an international transit lounge, but that space is configurable
through a sliding wall mechanism. The proposed site is just behind the current air terminal building and southward facing.
“An airport is, principally, a place from
which people and things fly. But is also
more than that, it is enabling infrastructure
that connects us to the world and also a welcome mat to our region,” Wright said.
“I believe a new building can say something important and resonant about who we
are as a regional community and provide an
exceptional experience for its users, all with
the efficiency a new building brings.
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“When we engaged Stantec, our marching orders were all around efficiency and
budget. We wanted the best value for
money. Steve worked with the drafting team
to brutalize every unnecessary square inch
of space. While we want a terminal that’s a
fitting welcome mat to our region, we did
not want grandiose architectural gestures
because, quite simply, cost is paramount.”
On the matter of cost, the airport has
been on the money trail for the last five
months, meeting with all levels of government and engaging community partners to
leverage the investment required.
“One thing I will say of those meetings is
that there’s a universal understanding of the
challenge and the need,” says GIAA Chairperson Des Dillon. “We haven’t encountered an official – elected or otherwise – at
any level of government who contested our
point that a new ATB was needed.
“It’s important to cement those commitments, because without them, the project
won’t proceed. The airport authority won’t be
able to finance this project solely on its own.”
Mr. Dillon has no problem championing
a public investment in the airport.
“Both provincial and federal governments across Canada, to their credit, have
been active partners in the development of
airport infrastructure.
“Consider that Gander International Airport generates $46 million in annual tax revenue to the federal and provincial government. If that investment in a new building
extends the lifespan of Gander International
Airport by just six months, the benefit has
outweighed the one-time investment. Our
point is, this one-time investment virtually
guarantees the future of our airport so long
as airplanes need airports.”
Wright stressed the benefits of the
project.
“Let’s not focus on what might be lost.
Gander’s history can never be lost,” he said.
“Look at what can be gained – a sustainable
future, an opportunity for our kids to fly from
this airport. That’s what we are talking about
in all of this, it’s not about infrastructure or
buildings or capitals planning. It’s about doing what’s required to guarantee a future and
lasting success for Gander Airport.
“In this case, a new building is the remedial action that is required.”

Inaugural
Runway Run for

the Janeway Lifts Off

The Gander International Airport Authority will hold its
inaugural charity runway run on Saturday, June 6, in support
of the Janeway Foundation.

P

articipants will gather for the first
annual Run the Runway For the
Janeway event at the airport at 10
am. The event offers participants a
choice of a 2.5 km walk or 5 km run. Registration is $25 for adult runners and $15 for student
participants and walkers. All event proceeds
will go directly to the Janeway Foundation.
Registration is limited to those 12 and older.
“We hope it will be a fun and novel event
for many people whose only experience on
the runway is aboard an aircraft,” said Reg
Wright, President and CEO of the Gander
International Airport Authority. “We are delighted to support the Janeway Children’s
Hospital Foundation, the province’s only
pediatric hospital and a leader in children’s
health and welfare. The Janeway’s work
touches all of us in the province.”
“It is the Janeway’s goal to keep pace with
technological advancements in child health
care,” said Lynn Sparkes, Executive Director
of the Janeway Foundation. “These improvements ultimately mean safer, more precise care

and better outcomes for our young patients –
from the 1 pound premature baby who needs
an MRI for assessment and treatment to the 17
year old undergoing surgery after a near-fatal
car crash. Without the support of our community, and fundraisers like Run the Runway,
none of this would be possible.”
For those concerned about dodging aircraft during the run, airport Manager of
Safety and Security Brian Hicks assures
participants that “every precaution will be
taken” to ensure a safe and enjoyable event.
“We will be coordinating the active runway on that day. Given that this is an airside
event, it is important that all participants be
accounted for and follow the course marshal’s instructions,” he said. “We also discourage participants from using mp3 players
as they will need to be attentive to the course
marshal’s instructions. Beyond that, the aim
is to have fun and raise money. I think people
will find it very novel to run out on the airside. It gives you a unique vantage point of
the airport that few people see.”

RUNWAY 03/21 WILL BECOME
A TEMPORARY RUNNING
TRACK FOR THE INAUGURAL
RUN THE RUNWAY FOR THE
JANEWAY.

Runway 03/21
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Fast Facts
Gander International Airport has two perpendicular runways, the longest, Rwy 03/21, being
3.2 kilometers.
Rwy 03/21 shares honors as the longest civilian
runway in Atlantic Canada with Halifax Stanfield
International Airport at 10,500 feet.
The longest runway in Canada is at Calgary Airport, and it is 14,000 feet.
The longest runway in the world is China’s Banga
Airport; it is 18,045 feet.
At his world record pace, it would take champion Jamaican sprinter Usain Bolt 5 minutes 11
seconds to run the length of Runway 03/21.
It would take a caterpillar 250 days to traverse
the runway length. A typical caterpillar would
morph into a butterfly before it got 1/8th of the
way there.
By PGA standards, if 03/21 were a golf hole, it
would be a Par 35. However, given that the runway has a 3% downward grade, a hole in one is
a possibility.
Runway 03/21 was resurfaced two years ago at a
cost of $10 Million.
Other things $10 million can get you: three
30-second Super Bowl advertisements, your own
Broadway Production, a Jaguar CX75 Supercar.
The Runway will have a 20-year useful lifespan
before it must be recapitalized. Other things with
20-year lifespan: an ox, a beaver, a bottlenose
dolphin and a tiger.
03/21 was the official alternate of the NASA’s
Space Shuttle program.

How to Register
Participants can find full details and register at
www.ganderairport.com/runwayrun

An advance registration desk will be available on Friday,
June 5. Registration can also be emailed or faxed in advance;
please email sladet@giaa.nf.ca to request a race registration
form. Registration forms will also be available at the airport
information counter. We strongly encourage everyone to preregister to reduce wait times on the day. For those paying by
cheque, please make it payable to the Janeway Foundation.
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Unauthorized running
on the runway,

a brief history

For obvious and irrefutable safety reasons, the airport runway
is the working domain of aircraft. Having said that, through the
years there has been no shortage of those who knowingly or unknowingly broke that code.
The most prominent is perhaps 39th American President
Jimmy Carter, an avid runner who thought a brief sojourn during
a fuel stop him at Gander occasioned him a chance to get a little
sweat on. He tore down the taxiway toward an active runway, to
the horror of airport officials.
The same issue arose when one Prince Charles was enjoying a
casual stroll to stretch his legs during a stop at Gander when he
headed directly toward a maneuvering area. The responsibility of
corralling the Prince of Wales and avoiding a royal calamity fell
to Brian Hicks.
“He was here shortly after his and Camilla’s wedding. I saw
him walking from the Irving FBO ramp toward the maintenance garage, so I shadowed him from a distance. Then he circled
around, came all the way back with his colleague and began walking out across Pit 34, which is where I had to intercept him.
I said, in the kindest and most cordial way I could, ‘Your Highness, we can’t have you getting in an accident out here on the ramp.
That would involve a terrible amount of paperwork’. He laughed.
He was an extremely nice and engaging man.”
But the question everyone wants answered, is whether he
walked with his hands clasped behind his back. “You know, I
really don’t recall,” Hicks laughed.
Of course there are instances, albeit rare, of various animals
finding their way onto the runway.
• The occasional moose has forayed airside (“they are a significant threat, and moose are very difficult to marshal out
safely,” Hicks admits).
• Black bears (one crawled through a culvert a la Andy Dufresne of Shawshank Redemption fame)
• Coyotes
• Foxes
• Assorted cats (one was a stowaway on a return flight from
Iraq)
• Various dogs who have escaped owners or kennels, including a “blazing fast” Shih Tzu that had airport staff in hot
pursuit like something out a Benny Hill chase scene and
was only captured a week later when fire hall staff tempted
it with table scraps.
• A polar bear was also neutralized on airport property, but it
didn’t get an opportunity to penetrate the perimeter.
• Moving to bipeds, a few of the thousands of Eastern European defectors who sought asylum at Gander in the 80s simply fled from aircraft, over the fence, and into the woods beyond, undeterred by the barbwire circumventing the fence.

PEOPLE WHO
MAKE THE
AIRPORT

Fly

Kevin Freake, Firefighter
Kev Freake is a key man in Gander International Airport’s experienced Emergency
Response team. The 58-year-old was born
in Lewisporte, but today he and wife Kitty call Appleton home. Kev’s daughter Jennifer, husband John and her two children,
Jake and Joe, live in nearby Gander.
Kev began work for AirConsol Aviation
Services as an aircraft refueler in 1978. In
1985, he joined the airport team as a mechanic and transitioned to a new role as a firefighter in 1991. All told, his aviation experience spans almost four decades.
Kev is deeply committed to his work and
is well regarded by peers for a winning attitude and easygoing disposition. Beneath
that is a guy who takes his position very seriously and sweats the details of the position.
In between the eternal squawk of the airfield radio and no less than a dozen interruptions, Kev found time to talk firefighting, fishing and first jobs.
Emergency Response is a little understood function, especially at an airport.
It’s about training and preparedness. You

need to be ready to go. You have three minutes
for the first truck to get on scene and have your
agent discharging for a full-blown emergency.
So there is a readiness you need to maintain.
How does a fire truck handle?
She handles quite differently than a car, of
course. You need to be very careful, especially
when you are cornering the truck, as there are
known cases of fire trucks overturning. It is better to arrive on scene safely with a fully functional truck than have an accident en route.
Is there a lot of training for your
profession?
We do monthly training and there is a requirement for a live fire annually. It’s a thorough program based on a three-year training cycle. There is a regimen to it.
What do you do in your spare time?
I really enjoy anything that gets me outdoors, be it hunting or fishing or snowmobiling. Salmon fishing is my favorite.
So where’s the best fishing spot on the
Gander River?
Honestly, it’s on the back of my house.
Over the last several years, that has been the
hot spot. I can walk out of the back of my

GANDER INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT FIREFIGHTER KEVIN
FREAKE HAS A DISTINGUISHED
AVIATION CAREER SPANNING
ALMOST FOUR DECADES.

›
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› house and wade out into the river. Knowing

that, I still get in my boat and go seven or
eight miles down the river, just to get away
from it all. It takes a lot of patience and a
lot of time, but hooking a salmon is still a
major thrill.
If you had to order from a wild game of
menu of moose, caribou, turr, bear, and
rabbit, which would you choose?
Turr. I hunt turrs off Twillingate when I
get a chance. I love a meal of crispy turrs.
What was your first job and what did
you learn from it?
When I was 10 years old, I worked at
Arch Northcott’s in Lewisporte skivvering
capelin – basically it was putting capelin on
a skewer for smoking. It paid 50 cents an
hour. I was grateful for the job, but if the
work taught me anything it was that I needed a job where I could make more money.
Do you have a worst day at Gander?
We were driving to work one morning,
and I remember tipping Transmitter Hill
and seeing a plume of black smoke coming
from the end of what was then threshold 04.
The news on the radio said it was a military
aircraft which had crashed, which turned
out to be Arrow Air with over 256 souls
aboard. I was working as a mechanic then,
but all of the airport’s employees were dispatched to the disaster. I won’t go into what
that involved. By a great distance, that was
the worst day I’ve had at the airport.

Those who live there say Appleton is a
great community in which to live.
I really like Appleton. It’s quiet and has a
great mix of people. Just about everything I
love to do is accessible from my backyard in
Appleton. I enjoy living on the river.
I guess you can see retirement on the
horizon. What are your plans?
I’m looking forward to spending a lot more
time with the grandkids and doing a little
more traveling. I guess I will try and enjoy
the fact I won’t have to go to work. Having
said, I do enjoy work and if I get housebound
for two or three of days I can get restless.
Everyone who knows you will say you
have the right attitude and easygoing disposition. Do you ever get crooked?
Oh, yes. Coming home from a night shift
everyone tiptoes around me and whispers
“the bear is home – don’t wake the bear!” I
try and be as mild mannered and happy-goluck as I can, but we all have our moments.
You do an important job at the airport,
but a really important job outside of work,
which is being a grandparent. Your daughter and her husband live in Gander with her
two children, so I imagine that works well.
Kit and I love spending time with the
grandkids. I wish I could spend more time
with them now, but it’s great that they’ll still
be young when I retire. You’re right – grandparenting is a very important job—the best
job there is.

You Asked

Ed asked us an interesting question: “How
is the time changed on the clocks on the International side when they are up so high?”
The airport’s Supervisor of Mechanical
Maintenance, Alonzo Burry, explains:
“The old clocks are connected to a master clock located in the domestic departures
lounge, which sends an electric pulse that governs all clocks at the airport. Once a year in the
spring, I reprogram the clocks to reflect adjustments in daylight savings time for the spring
and fall dates. Beyond that, it’s all automated.”
There is an old locked panel on a wall on the
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second floor of the air terminal building that
allows direct access to the clock. The panel is
located in – get this – the stall of a washroom.
Replacing ceiling lights and washing
mezzanine windows in the international
lounge can’t be digitally automated, so staff
use lifts to get up and do the job.
Many have wondered why the clocks
feature the time in London, Montreal, and
Moscow. The short answer is that these were
once cities served directly from Gander and
were relevant to transiting passengers.
Thanks for the question, Ed.

What They

A

Said

few years ago, Bloomberg Pursuits magazine
brought an elite production team to Gander
to shoot a magnificent photo feature, titled
“In Transit”. The result was a 12-page feature,
showcasing photographer Azim Haidaryan’s cinematic
style and the very best of the world’s most prestigious
luxury brands, all captured against an airport backdrop.
The cover of the luxury lifestyle magazine touted Gander
as “the coolest airport in the world.”

Heady words, indeed. Here are some other quotes on Gander:
“The coffee at Gander
Airport is better than
the coffee at Tim Horton’s. Yes, I said that.”
– Russell Crowe, via
Twitter

“Out-of-the-way
accidental design
museum.” –
ItravelTree.com
“I can thoroughly recommend the ice cream at the
gift shop, which is delicious!
Strange, to eat ice cream up
near the Arctic Circle?”
– sleepinginairports.com
review

“The airport was well
staffed, everyone
friendly and helpful.
Highly recommend.” –
Tripadvisor.com review
“A forgotten mid-century airport in Newfoundland.” – Dwell
Magazine

“Perfectly preserved, the terminal is a time capsule from
the heady days when travel
was exotic and airports were
beacons of the future. This
small town was, for a brief
spell, the most cosmopolitan
destination in the world. But
one that embraced newcomers, at a time when the idea
of the world’s getting smaller
filled us with hope, not fear.” –
The New York Times

“This place had a special feeling that I haven’t found any“Yes, it’s in the middle of nowhere else. Something I still
where for most of us, but I’m
glad to have this airport available don’t understand to this day.
They even made me a whiskey
for emergencies, and the people to go back onto my plane.” –
were absolutely fantastic and
Yelp review

welcoming.” –
Yelp review
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It’s always a treat to catch a glimpse of a new aircraft
prior to its widespread adoption in the marketplace.
Plenty of local plane watchers were thrilled that the
Airbus A50 XWB (extra wide body) stopping at Gander
during its flight trials. The world’s newest jetliner
commenced commercial service with launch customer
Qatar Airways in January. Onlookers marveled at the
organic curvature and flex of its composite wings.

THAT NEW PLANE SMELL

Farewell, Maelstrom

There was great excitement in the marketplace when Sunwing introduced new service
from Gander to Orlando in the winter of 2015. Airport officials proclaimed the route a
great air service opportunity to meet an enormous demand for travel to Florida.
It was a pity that it did not represent an opportunity to experience Disney’s The
Maelstrom.
Some of you seasoned Disney visitors will know The Maelstrom. It was the centerpiece of the Norway pavilion in Epcot Center.
The ride was a part of Disney’s rich history. It had animatronics and polar bears
and trolls and Norse Gods and Vikings and northern lights and part of the ride was
in reverse. It was kitschy and awesome. At the ride’s commencement, a voice intoned: “The spirit of Norway is the spirit of adventure!” After the ride, there was an
excellent short film on Norway. For this faithful writer, it inspired a lifelong dream
to visit Norway that still simmers 25 years later.
But if you haven’t done The Maelstrom, you never will.
The ride was decommissioned late last year, and a new, glitzier offering will debut
in its place in 2016, inspired by the animated mega-blockbuster Frozen.
Yes, the massive success of Anna and Elsa means the The Maelstrom will swirl into darkness. Perhaps rather than rue the change, we’d best heed the song’s plea and ‘let it go’. But
we can’t help but wish the ride had been relocated to Oslo so others might explore it.
Thank you, Maelstrom. The spirit of Norway is the spirit of adventure.

KID’S PICNIC
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Our Kid’s Picnic At The
Airport has fast become
a fixture of the Festival of
Flight weekend. The picnic,
targeted at elementary
school-aged children and
their families, attracted a
record 600 attendees this
year. A special thanks to
our staff and the volunteers who made it happen.
We hope to see everyone at our Kid’s Picnic At
The Airport on Friday, July
31, at noon on the airport
lawn on Festival of Flight
Friday. The Kid’s Picnic
is free, but we do gladly
accept your donation to
children’s charities. Check
our Facebook page for the
latest updates.

Things Named For Gander

THE MAELSTROM SWIRLED
INTO THE ABYSS, TO BE REPLACED BY A NEW FROZEN-INSPIRED RIDE.

If you are out in Ohio and drop into the Columbus Zoo and
Aquarium, you might take a Gander, at, well, Gander. Gander is a
Bonobos chimp whose mother, Unga, spent six days in a hangar
here during 9-11. Now her offspring bears the town’s namesake.
There are a bunch of other things named in Gander’s
honor.
• The Gander Memorial Bridge in Clarksville, Tennessee, was named in honor of the 101st Airborne
Division whose charter aircraft crashed at Gander
in 1985, claiming the lives of 248 soldiers from Fort
Campbell, Kentucky.
• There was Sgt.Gander, the Newfoundland dog who
served as the mascot of the Royal Rifles of Gander.
Sgt. Gander died in service in The Battle of Hong Kong and posthumously received the
Dickin Medal, the animal equivalent of the Victoria Cross.
• Trekkies might know the USS Gander was a Federation Danube-class runabout
attached to Deep Space 9.
• Finally, Lufthansa Airlines named one of its A340s the Gander/Halifax to honor
their contribution during 9-11.
• A crater on Mars is named after Gander.

9 Things About
Des Dillon
Des Dillon became the airport authority’s
chairperson in September of 2014, succeeding the outgoing chairperson Fred
Moffitt, whose term concluded on September 26.
Mr. Dillon is a graduate of Memorial
University and had a career spanning 35
years with the Departments of Health and
Social Services, largely in a managerial
capacity. He served as chairperson of the
Federal Employment Insurance Appeals
Board, Central Health and Community
Services Board, Newfoundland and Labrador Health Boards Association, the Central
Strategic Social Plan and the Minister’s
Advisory Committee on Family, Youth and
Child Services.
Since retiring in 1997, Mr. Dillon has
been a tireless volunteer with groups such as
Broadening Horizons, the U Rock Awards,
Gander Consumers Co-op, Order of Newfoundland and Labrador Awards.
Here are nine other notable things about
Mr. Dillon:
1. He was born in St. Mary’s Bay but has lived in
Gander for 35 years.
2. He comes from, and has, a big family – his parents
raised 11 children. Des and wife Jean have four
sons: Rick, Bob, Dave and Doug. They also have
seven grandchildren, five boys and two girls. You
get the sense that, for all his pursuits and work,
Des loves being a grandparent best of all.
3. Mr. Dillon and wife Jeanne have been volunteers
of the Canadian Red Cross for almost 50 years.
That work has taken Des to 11 disasters since he
retired. He points to Hurricane Katrina in Louisiana as “the worst I’ve seen.”
4. When aircraft diverted to Gander during 9-11, the
Red Cross was tasked with handling the registration – by hand - for 6,600 passengers and crew.
Des used Timbits boxes as makeshift filing cabinets for the cards. “I was there when the first
plane landed and I was there when the last one
left,” he said. “There wasn’t much sleep for anyone that week.”
5. He is a Justice of the Peace and Marriage
Commissioner.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Mr. Dillon has been named to the Order of Newfoundland and Labrador, Order of the Canadian
Red Cross, and is also a recipient of the Queen’s
Jubilee Award and the Therese Casgrain National
Volunteer Award. He says his golf game “won’t
win any awards.”
He counts Morgan Freeman as one of his favorite actors and The Shawshank Redemption as his
favorite film. Incidentally, Morgan Freeman was
also a pilot and enjoyed a moose burger the last
time he visited Gander.
Among his leisure pursuits, Des enjoys walking,
curling and berry picking. He says that “partridgeberries and blueberries are the best” but
admits “we give most of the berries away.”
Mr. Dillon is the airport authority’s fourth chairperson, preceded by Terry Parsons (1996-2004),
Donna Rideout (2004-2008) and Fred Moffitt
(2008-2014).
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Town and Airport Look To
Forge Stronger Partnership
The Town of Gander and the Gander International Airport Authority (GIAA) are
taking the first steps toward developing a shared services agreement intended to
strengthen the daily operations of both organizations.

AIRPORT AUTHORITY MANAGER
OF INFRASTRUCTURE STEPHEN
BURBRIDGE IS WORKING
DOUBLE-HATTED AS HE SPEARHEADS THE TOWN OF GANDER’S
DEPARTMENT OF MUNICIPAL
WORKS AND INFRASTRUCTURE.
BOTH THE TOWN AND AIRPORT
ARE HOPEFUL OF ENHANCED
COLLABORATION IN THE
FUTURE.
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M

ayor Claude Elliott explained
that the town and airport have
been mutually dependent
throughout their shared history.
“The Town of Gander came into being
to support airport operations and for many
years the airport and related activities were
our main economic engine, in much the
same way fishing communities or so-called
factory towns relied on a single industry,”
the Mayor pointed out. “Our economy has
expanded and diversified over the years, but
the airport continues to serve as a cornerstone of our greater economy and its success is felt in very real terms throughout our
community and region.”
Airport infrastructure maintenance represents challenges very similar in scope and
scale to the Town itself, with a number of
parallel systems and operations. That alone
presents opportunities to achieve economies of scale, he added.

Throughout 2015, the Town and Airport
Authority will actively explore these opportunities with a view to formalizing a shared
services agreement that benefits both entities. Meanwhile, the first tangible benefit
to the town will be seen immediately, the
Mayor said, as the GIAA’s Manager of
Infrastructure was seconded to the Town on
January 1, 2015.
The addition of Professional Engineer
Stephen Burbridge to the Town’s senior
management team will enable the council
to split its existing Municipal Works and
Services Department into two more clearly
defined agencies. The Department of Engineering, Planning and Controls will be
led by incumbent Town Engineer James
Blackwood and will be responsible for
planning of all capital projects and the administration of the engineering office at the
Town Hall; the Department of Municipal
Works and Infrastructure, headed by Burbridge, will oversee all outside operations.
Burbridge will be based at the Town’s Public Works Depot, but will retain his existing
responsibilities for the airport.
Airport President and CEO Reg Wright
said the arrangement as a natural fit with a
range of potential benefits for the respective
organizations.
“The Town of Gander and airport authority have a close working relationship,
and there are many commonalities shared
across both organizations with regard to
infrastructure, maintenance, planning, facility management and operations,” Wright
said. “We are confident there are many initiatives that can be implemented for the
mutual benefit of both the town and the
airport.”
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